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hile many people seem to view
‘convergence’ as just another marketing term used by manufacturers
and service providers to sell more products,
the reality is that it is far more profound than
that. Convergence is driving a fundamental
change in technology and the way people interact with it.
According to Dr Brian Armstrong, MD
of Telkom Business, the way we consume
technology is changing. Gone are the days
of watching movies only on a TV, listening
to music on a hi-ﬁ and playing games on a
console. In today’s world, technology has become truly untethered.
“Not only has the PC been replaced by the
laptop, the stereo by the multimedia personal
music device, the ofﬁce phone by the smartphone and books by e-readers, but each of
these devices has become multifunctional,”
he says.
Furthermore, adds Armstrong, convergence is not only happening at the device
level, but also at the services and platform
levels. Even the manner in which a company
like Telkom engages with its customers is
converging. In the past, he explains, a customer with a mobile service, an ISP account
and a landline would be viewed as three separate entities. Today, these proﬁles are converging into a single view of the customer.
“We are seeing the market structure
changing from a vertical one – where each
segment had its speciﬁc tower of service
– to one that is more horizontal. This horizontal structure is a much more ﬂexible one,
where the devices, platforms and services
all operate somewhat independently of one
another. As this happens, organisations
are adapting to these changes in different
ways. Device manufacturers, for example,
are now trying to bond a service to a device,
such as BlackBerry has done with BBM.
Furthermore, the software vendors operating at the service level are moving into other
vertical segments, while the hardware man-
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ufacturers are now trying to be device- and
platform- agnostic.”
The critical issue though, states Armstrong,
is that the horizontalisation of the market is
not just an intellectual model that is academically stimulating; rather, it is something that
is already happening across the globe and is
part of a fundamental change in the manner in
which organisations use, manage and exploit
technology to beneﬁt their businesses.
“This horizontalisation can be seen in
many areas, including the coming together
of ﬁxed voice and data, the way that applications are merging with the internet (think
apps in the cloud and social media), the
merging of devices with mobile data, thanks
to tablets, and the merging of TV and video
with the internet, by way of IPTV.
“This is not science ﬁction I am talking
about either. Not only is this merging happening, it is accelerating rapidly. For this reason, convergence is one of the most exciting
things to happen in the ICT space, as it will

change business models and radically alter
the way we use technology.”
From a Telkom perspective, he suggests
that even as convergence is occurring, we
need to remember that it is not the end of the
road. The technology journey will still continue
from here and Telkom is perfectly positioned
to lead the way.
“This is why Telkom is so excited about
convergence. We believe that there is no organisation better positioned in South Africa
to capitalise on this fundamental change. Not
only do we have an all-IP, thoroughly modern
network, but we also believe we are the only
player in the market that has all the building
blocks required. These include a pervasive
and high capacity data network, datacentres
with all the necessary services, and the infrastructure and operational processes to build
cloud services, with all of this tied together by
agile IT. When it comes to true convergence,
Telkom is at the forefront of this new technology reality,” concludes Armstrong.
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